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Crypto asset markets have more than doubled from the lows. It’s a hated rally. Silent 
speculators point to a continuation of the trend. So do liquidity conditions, easing despite 
rate hikes and quantitative tightening. 

 
market notes: QT or not QT? The hated crypto rally.  

12/1/23 – Marcel Kasumovich, Deputy CIO, Coinbase Asset Management 
 

1. Start, dammit! Staring at a blank screen, I need an idea to start. So, I start from the birth 
of an idea. Firing of synapses in the brain – that’s the mechanical explanation for the 
root of an idea. They’re in your head. Populate your mind with the richest set of 
experiences possible to broaden ideas. Social engagement. “Waste” time. Make more 
mental dots to connect. And remember the cardinal rule – there are no good or bad 
ideas, only good and bad execution.  

 
2. Execution is everything. Satoshi designed a protocol inviting a network to build upon it. 

Uncertainty about its usefulness confuses bitcoin’s valuation. Booms and busts are 
routine with bitcoin suffering six drawdowns of more than 50%. Despite the Coinbase 
Core Index having more than doubled in value this year, sentiment is defensive. And 
after this massive rally, investors now want to know when the rise in crypto assets will 
fizzle. It’s a hated rally.  

 
3. Hated rallies are the norm after deep distress in periods of rapid change. It’s the power 

of the bad – the tendency for the mind to fixate on the consequences of negative 
outcomes as a matter of survival. Ted Lasso provides the brilliant antidote – be like a 
goldfish and stop beating yourself up over recent losses. Of course, the crypto assets 
that survived the 2022 carnage are not only resilient, they form a stronger ecosystem 
with a greater and more certain value.  

 
4. Evidence of a hated rally? Let’s open three doors.  

 
5. Behind door #1 – long-term holders dominate. Those holding bitcoin for longer than a 

year rose to 70.5% this week, a record high (Figure 1). A high share of long-term 
holdings is typical during the early stages of a bull market, not ones that are losing 
steam. Speculative excess crests when short-term traders are dominating activity. Long-
term holders are sending a simple message – it’ll take a much greater price rise for them 
to sell. Don’t count on it anytime soon. 

 
6. Behind door #2 – speculators are silent. More than 93% of lifetime bitcoin supply is in 

circulation. Investors turn to synthetic bitcoin to satiate demand, like futures, when 
long-term holders are reluctant sellers. The forward cost of owning a derivative of 
bitcoin rises with investor demand. Today, being long bitcoin through three-month 
futures costs an extra 6.5% annualized – juicy for arbitrageurs versus last year, but 
modest against policy rates. 

https://www.marketvector.com/indexes/custom/coinbase-core
https://studio.glassnode.com/metrics?a=BTC&m=supply.ActiveMore1YPercent
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7. Behind door #3 – beautifully boring volatility. Option markets provide rich detail on 

speculative investor sentiment – and it is definitively benign. The rise in crypto markets 
saw increased demand for option structures to benefit from a continuation of the trend. 
But it’s modest. One-month, 25-delta bitcoin calls are a 5% annualized volatility 
premium to puts, a fraction of periods where investors are scrambling for upside like 
2021. It’s a sign of investor indifference.  

 
8. Hated rallies are the foundation of a long bull market. Investors missed the FTX debacle 

as a buying opportunity for bitcoin and ether. And now, after a 2-fold rise from those 
lows, the focus is on buying a big dip. The coincidence of the halving of bitcoin supply 
and prospects for Fed easing – combinations that occurred in the three previous halving 
cycles – merely adds to the case for an extended rally. Hated rallies only end when love 
reenters the market. 

 
9. It’s inviting to see the dovish pivot of major central banks as the love connection to 

rising crypto assets. It is. But don’t get lazy. Hunt for ways where the simple consensus 
can be wrong. Plumbing. It’s always in the plumbing pipes. Crypto asset markets have 
risen sharply despite the Fed not only hiking rates but also shrinking its balance sheet 
with fewer bond holdings – a double-tightening. But there are important subtleties with 
big implications.  
 

10. Quantitative tightening (QT) is associated with tighter liquidity conditions. Obviously. QT 
typically means that central bank balance sheets are shrinking. One problem – this isn’t 
your typical cycle. The peak liquidity tightening actually happened in February 2023, 
triggering regional banking strains in March. Since then, liquidity conditions have eased 
materially despite QT. Liquidity conditions are the easiest on record outside of the 
COVID bubble! 
 

11. The hated crypto rally is restraining speculative activity – a green light for the bullish 
trend to continue. Prospects for Fed easing add to it – recession or not. But don’t forget 
liquidity conditions. This year’s liquidity easing will flip to tightening next year. Strains 
would be brief – consensus is desperate to buy the dip, and the Fed stands ready to 
make it so. Don’t be surprised if forward looking markets sail on – Market Gods love a 
good pain trade. 

 

  

https://www.theblock.co/data/crypto-markets/options/btc-option-skew-delta-25
https://www.longtermtrends.net/ethereum-vs-bitcoin/
https://www.longtermtrends.net/ethereum-vs-bitcoin/
https://fred.stlouisfed.org/series/WRBWFRBL
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Figure 1: Want Bitcoin? Long-Term Holders Not Giving It Up! 
 

 
 
Source: Glassnode Studio. 
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Disclaimer
One River Digital Asset Management has been acquired by Coinbase and is now Coinbase 
Asset Management. Additional details on the transaction may be found on the Coinbase 
blog. References to One River Asset Management and One River Digital Asset Management 
may be contained herein during the transition period but are subject to change. 
 
This communication, including any attachments, is intended only for the use of the 
addressee and may contain information that is confidential or otherwise protected from 
disclosure. Any unauthorized use, distribution, modification, forwarding, copying or 
disclosure is strictly prohibited. If you have received this communication in error, please 
delete this message, including any attachments, and notify the sender immediately. The 
information and any disclosures provided herein do not constitute a solicitation or offer to 
purchase any security or other financial product or investment and is not intended as 
investment, tax, or legal advice. Unless otherwise noted, all information is estimated, 
unaudited and may be subject to revision without notice. Past results are not indicative of 
future results. 
This communication may contain statements of opinion, including but not limited to, the 
author’s analysis and views with respect to: digital assets, projected inflation, 
macroeconomic policy, and the market in general. Statements of opinion herein have been 
formulated using the author’s experience, research, and/or analysis, however, such 
statements also contain elements of subjectivity and are often subjective in nature. In 
addition, when conducting the analyses on which it bases statements of opinion, the 
author(s) will incorporate assumptions, which in some cases may be shown to be inaccurate 
in the future, including in certain material respects.  Nothing in this presentation represents 
a guarantee of any future outcome. The author(s) are under no obligation to update this 
document, notify any recipients, or re-publish the content contained herein in the event 
that any factual assertions, assumptions, forward-looking statements, or opinions are 
subsequently shown to be inaccurate. 
 
Certain information contained in this Communication constitutes "forward-looking 
statements," which can be identified by the use of forward-looking terminology such as 
"may", "will", "should", "expect", "anticipate", "target", "project", "estimate", "intend", 
"continue" or "believe" or the negatives thereof or other variations thereon or comparable 
terminology. Forward-looking statements made in this communication are based on current 
expectations, speak only as of the date of this communication, as the case may be, and are 
susceptible to a number of risks, uncertainties and other factors. Assumptions relating to 
the foregoing involve judgments with respect to, among other things, projected inflation, 
the regulation of digital assets and macroeconomic policy, all of which are difficult or 
impossible to predict accurately and many of which are beyond our control. In light of the 
significant uncertainties inherent in the forward-looking statements included herein, the 
inclusion of such information should not be regarded as a representation to future results 
or that the objectives and plans expressed or implied by such forward-looking statements 
will be achieved. 
 
Certain information contained herein may have been obtained from third party sources and 
such information has not been independently verified by the author(s). References herein 
to third parties are for illustrative purposes and are not an endorsement or 
recommendation for products or services. No representation, warranty, or undertaking, 
expressed or implied, is given to the accuracy or completeness of such information. While 
such sources are believed to be reliable, the author(s) do not assume any responsibility for 
the accuracy or completeness of such information. 
 
Use of indices: Any indices and other financial benchmarks shown are provided for 
illustrative purposes only, are unmanaged, reflect reinvestment of income and dividends 

and do not reflect the impact of advisory fees. Investors cannot invest directly in an index. 
Comparisons to indexes have limitations because indexes have volatility and other material 
characteristics that may differ from Coinbase AM products. 
 
Coinbase AM is a Registered Investment Adviser, Commodity Pool Operator, and 
Commodity Trading Advisor. Registration with the SEC and the CFTC, and membership with 
the NFA in no way imply a certain level of skill or expertise or that any of the SEC, CFTC, NFA, 
or DOL have endorsed Coinbase AM. 
 
Investments in Virtual Currencies, Virtual Currency Derivatives, or Digital Assets are 
speculative and have unique risks including but not limited to, (i) that they are not legal 
tender in the United States and as such the value is based on the agreement of the parties 
in the transaction, (ii) the price of a virtual currency is based on the perceived value of the 
virtual currency and subject to changes in sentiment, which make these products highly 
volatile potentially subject to rapid and substantial price movements which could result in 
significant losses, (iii) the lack of a centralized pricing source poses valuation challenges for 
market participants trying to exit a position, particularly during periods of stress, (iv) a 
cybersecurity event which could result in a substantial, immediate, and irreversible loss for 
market participants that trade virtual currencies, (v) virtual currency balances are generally 
maintained as an address on the blockchain and are accessed through private keys, which 
may be held by a market participant or a custodian, (vi) the lack of regulatory oversight 
creates a risk that a virtual currency exchange may not hold sufficient virtual currencies and 
funds to satisfy its obligations and that such deficiency may not be easily identified or 
discovered resulting in significant losses, (vii) currently virtual currencies face an uncertain 
regulatory landscape in the United States and many foreign jurisdictions and laws, these 
changing regulations or directives may impact the price of virtual currencies, (viii) the new 
and rapidly evolving technology underlying virtual currencies could also have adverse 

implications for investors, (ix) many virtual currencies allow market participants to 
introduce fees which may not be defined or known adding to the cost on a pass through 
basis to investors. 
 
The information and any disclosures provided herein do not constitute a solicitation or offer 
to purchase any security or other financial product or investment and is not intended as 
investment, tax, or legal advice. Unless otherwise noted, all information is estimated, 
unaudited and may be subject to revision without notice. Past results are not indicative of 
future results. 
 
COINBASE ASSET MANAGEMENT, LLC IS A MEMBER OF NFA AND IS SUBJECT TO NFA'S 
REGULATORY OVERSIGHT AND EXAMINATIONS. COINBASE ASSET MANAGEMENT, LLC 
HAS ENGAGED OR MAY ENGAGE IN UNDERLYING OR SPOT VIRTUAL CURRENCY 
TRANSACTIONS IN A COMMODITY POOL OR MANAGED ACCOUNT PROGRAM. ALTHOUGH 
NFA HAS JURISDICTION OVER COINBASE ASSET MANAGEMENT, LLC AND ITS COMMODITY 
POOL OR MANAGED ACCOUNT PROGRAM, YOU SHOULD BE AWARE THAT NFA DOES NOT 
HAVE REGULATORY OVERSIGHT AUTHORITY FOR UNDERLYING OR SPOT MARKET 
VIRTUAL CURRENCY PRODUCTS OR TRANSACTIONS OR VIRTUAL CURRENCY EXCHANGES, 
CUSTODIANS OR MARKETS. YOU SHOULD ALSO BE AWARE THAT GIVEN CERTAIN 
MATERIAL CHARACTERISTICS OF THESE PRODUCTS, INCLUDING LACK OF A CENTRALIZED 
PRICING SOURCE AND THE OPAQUE NATURE OF THE VIRTUAL CURRENCY MARKET, THERE 
CURRENTLY IS NO SOUND OR ACCEPTABLE PRACTICE FOR NFA TO ADEQUATELY VERIFY 
THE OWNERSHIP AND CONTROL OF A VIRTUAL CURRENCY OR THE VALUATION 
ATTRIBUTED TO A VIRTUAL CURRENCY BY COINBASE ASSET MANAGEMENT, LLC).  

https://www.coinbase.com/blog/coinbase-has-acquired-one-river-digital-asset-management
https://www.coinbase.com/blog/coinbase-has-acquired-one-river-digital-asset-management

